The License Process: We Promised to Do What?

Friday, October 13, 2000 at the Greensboro Public Library

sponsored by the resources, technology and college sections of the North Carolina Library Association

Directions available at http://www.greensborolibrary.org/Central/directions.htm

FEATURED SPEAKERS

AMY DYKEMAN, Director of Collection Management Services, SOLINET

LARRY ALFORD, Deputy University Librarian, Academic Libraries, UNC-CH

AFTERNOON DISCUSSION GROUPS

Running the Rapids: After the License is Signed

Facilitators: CAROL JOYNER, Wake Forest University

BRYNA COONIN, East Carolina University

Routes through the Maze: Dealing with Overlapping Access to Electronic Information

Facilitators: SCOTT ROSS, North Carolina State University

SELDEN DURGOM LAMOUREUX, UNC-CH

Join RTSS and CUS members on October 13th to discuss licensing issues and to hear presentations by Amy Dykeman and Larry Alford. Planned discussion topics include evaluating,
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negotiating, tracking, communicating, enabling access and workflow issues.

**Schedule**

8:30  Registration begins

9:00  Presentations by **AMY DYKEMAN** and **LARRY ALFORD**

10:00 Questions and Discussion

10:15  Break

10:30  Presentations by **AMY DYKEMAN** and **LARRY ALFORD**

11:15  Questions and Discussion

11:30  Lunch On Your Own

1:00  Choice of Discussion Group:

   **Discussion Group A:** Running the Rapids: After the License is Signed
   **Discussion Group B:** Routes through the Maze: Dealing with Overlapping Access to Electronic Information

2:00  Choice of Discussion Group:

   **Discussion Group C:** Running the Rapids: After the License is Signed
   **Discussion Group D:** Routes through the Maze: Dealing with Overlapping Access to Electronic Information

3:00  Program Ends

**Lodging:** Take advantage of discounts for lodging for October 12th. Reservations must be made by September 25. Refer to the "RTSS/CUS Workshop" to qualify for the discount.

---

**Greensboro Hilton:** (336) 379-8000 1 block from the Greensboro Public Library, $89 single or double

**Greensboro Inn:** (336) 370-0135 2 blocks from the Greensboro Public Library, $50 double/ $45 single

**Restaurants LUNCH IS ON YOUR OWN!**

*Approximately 2 blocks from Greensboro Public Library*

Venice Italian Restaurant, Chick-Fil-A, Subway, Pizza & Subs, West Wind Café (Vietnamese food), MacAdo's 200 North Bistro

*Approximately 4 blocks from GPL*

Box Lunches Delivered to GPL: Carolina Bread & Bagel (336) 275-5444